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Tonal Evidence for an INFL Cycle
in the Kinande Verb.

Ngessimo Mutaka

University of Southern California

One rampant problem in Bantu linguistics in
general has been to account for the exact structure of
the verbal complex form (Myers 1987, Goldsmith 1986)
for example with respect to the Final Vowel, the
affixation of the Object Marker and other verbal
formatives. There is as yet no clear solution
(Goldsmith 1986, Clements and Goldsmith 1984). The
interest of this topic, the Tonology of Kinande, a
Bantu language spoken in Eastern Zaire, is that it
provides evidence for how the complex verb of this
language should be structured. Kinande tonology is
also very interesting in another respect, namely that
it has been the object of a previous study by Hyman
and Valinande (1985), and, in this study, they made
certain proposals which, I will argue, should be
rejected. These proposals amount to the following:
a. the existence of globality in Kinande .tonology (as
reflected in the title of their paper: Globality in
the Kinande Tone System),
b. the need of the concept of traces in phonology,
c. some tenses treat the Object Marker (OM) in the pre-
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stem position as underlyingly H when the verb is a H
tone verb, otherwise, it is underlyingly toneless.

I believe the reason they were led to make these
proposals is that they assumed a non cyclical approach
to tackle the tonology of the Kinande verb. In this
paper, I will argue that Kinande tonology is best
accounted for by assuming a cyclical approach; that
the complex verb consists of two parts: the expanded
stem and INFL; that the expanded stem or Macrostem is
derived on a cyclical stratum and that INFL is derived
on a noncyclic stratum. In order to show this, I will
first present some preliminary assumptions concerning
the structure of the Kinande complex verb, the theory
of Lexical Phonology and Morphology I am assuming and
the edge -in association of Yip (1987).

The structure of the Kinande verb is illustrated
in (1).

1. (TM) SM TM OM RT Ext FV5
l < '

l

ST.)
INFL EXPANDED STEM or MACROSTEM

In (1), TM stands for Tense Marker, SM for Subject
Marker, OM for Object Marker, RT for Root, Ext for
Extension and FV for Final Vowel. The following
examples illustrate the types of formatives that
constitute the complex verb.

2.a. mó- tu- ká -mu- hum -ir á "we hit for him"
TM- SM- TM- OM- RT- Ext -FV

we him hit for
b. tu -kándi -húm -a "we will hit"

SM -TM - RT - FV
we FUT hit

c. tú -0 -húm -e "let's hit"
SM- TM -RT -FV we hit

I will call INFL the TM +SM +TM and Macrostem or
Expanded stem the OM +Stem as illustrated in (1).

As for the theory of Lexical Phonology and
Morphology I am assuming, it is presented in (3).

3.

Morphol. formatives
Stratum One

(Redupl,OM)
Stratum Two

SM, TM

SYNTAX-
Cyclic

PostcyclicJ
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This is a model which is basically like Kiparsky's
(1985) in that it consists of two lexical strata, the
first which is cyclic and the second which is non
cyclic. I am also assuming the terminology in Booij
and Rubach (1987), namely, that cyclic and postcyclic
rules are lexical. It will be shown in this paper that
the OM and the Reduplicative affixes are Stratum One
affixes, that is, they are affixed at the cyclical
stratum whereas the SM and the TM are Stratum Two
affixes, that is, they are affixed at the non cyclical
stratum. Moreover, I will argue that the SM with the
TM, i.e. INFL, behave as a phonological word with
respect to tonal rules.

In (4), I present the edge -in algorithm of
Yip (1987).

4.a. [A B C D] b. [A B C D] C. [A B C D] d. [A B C D]
.

y x y x

It basically says that an element y will associate
first either to the left edge or the right edge as in

a and b or if one of the edges is already associated
to an element x, this element y will associate to the
other edge as in c and d.

Given these assumptions, let us consider now the
forms in (5). These forms illustrate the observation
in Hyman and Valinande (1985) (henceforth H &V) that
the Kinande verbs divide into two groups: the toneless
verbs and the H tone verbs.

5.a. e-ri-tum-a "to send"
e-rf-tum-a Valinánde

e- ri -huma "to hit"
e -ri -hum -a Valinánde

In these forms, -ri- is the infinitive marker and e-
is the Initial Vowel. In the form in the right column,
the verbal prefix surfaces with a L (not represented
in these forms) whereas it surfaces with a H
(represented here by an acute accent) in the left
column. To account for this H, I posit the following
rules:

6. High Tone Anticipation (HTA) V V

H

This rule says: a H associated to a vowel anticipates
to the preceding Tone Bearing Unit (i.e. a vowel in
Kinande). This rule is followed by Delinking as in (7)

7. Delinking (Dik): V V

H
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This rule says: delink the right branch of a branching
H tone. Notice also that, in the forms in (5), when we
add a name like Valinande, the H on the penultimate
vowel disappears. This H is then phrasal and it is
assigned by the Phrasal H Assignment rule as in (8).

8. Phrasal H Assignment (PHA): V V ]

H Phon Ph

This rule says: assign a H onto the penultimate vowel
that is toneless at the end of a phonological phrase
(Hyman in prep).

Note that the H in the H tone verb starts
being unlinked and it links to the first vowel of the
stem as shown in (9), which is a reduplicated form.

9.a. eri- tuma.t©a b. eri-tuma.tuma c. eri-tuma.gma

-H H H H
(HTA, Dlk, PHA)

Output: eritumatuma *eritumatuma *eritumatuma

Assuming Mutaka and Hyman (1987) that verbal
reduplication consists of a prefixation of a two
syllable template to the stem together with its
melody, we would obtain the wrong result if we assumed
that the melody is copied with its underlying tone as
in (9b) or without tone as in (9c). The correct result
is obtained when the unlinked H first links to the
first vowel of the stem as in (9a). Consider also the
forms in (10)

10. eri -mu -húm -a "to hit him"
eri -na -húm -a "to just hit"
eri -na -mu -húm -a "to just hit him"

These forms show that the OM -mu- and the aspectual
marker -na- that I will be referring to as TM as
well, are underlyingly toneless as they do not cause
any kind of High Tone Anticipation.

In order to show how a cyclical application of
rules best accounts for the Kinande verbal form, I

will first give a complete derivation of infinitive
forms.

i / . . . e . .
11. eri-na-tum-a eri-na-mu-tum-a eri-mu-tum-a
St.cyc. tuma tuma tuma

, `, .
. . ,,

H H H
OM cyc: mu-tuma mu-tuma

,
-\

H H HTA
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INFL cyc: eri -na -tuma

H
eri -na -tuma

`1i

eri- na- mu -tuma

H
eri -na -mu -tuma

H
Postlexically:e aP

eri -na -turca eri -na -mu -tuma

Output: erinatuma erinamutuma

eri -mu -tuma

H HTA
eri- mu -tuma

H Dlk

eri -mu-t©a

H HTA +EVA
erimútuma

In these forms, there is a Stem cycle at which the
unlinked H links to the first vowel of the stem. At
the OM cycle, HTA applies, but it does not apply in a
form without OM because such a form has no tone
bearing unit (TBU) the H could anticipate to. At
the INFL cycle, HTA applies once more. It is able to
apply in the form without the OM because it now has an
available TBU it can apply to. However, in the forms
without the OM, it fails to apply and I will argue
later that this is due to a tonal constraint that
prohibits a tone to be lexically linked to more than
two TBU's. This rule is followed by Delinking.
Postlexically, HTA applies one more time, but here its
application is restricted to the macrostem domain. The
Phrasal H Assignment rule (PHA) which is postlexical
also applies at this stage. The H of the PHA is
represented here by encircling the H of the
penultimate vowel. Thus, focusing on the HTA, my claim
is that, this rule applies once cyclically; once
postcyclically; once postlexically in the macrostem.

These derivations raise the following questions:
a. Why does HTA apply on -na- at the INFL cycle?
b. Why does HTA not apply in the form with the OM?
c. Why is there HTA postlexically in the forms with
the OM and not those without the OM?

Before answering these questions, consider the
forms in (12) to have a feel of what the formatives of
INFL look like with respect to tone.

12.a. eri -ná turn -a "to just send" eri -na -hum -a

b. tu- ká -tuma "we are sending" tu -ká humá-a
tu- kámú -tumá a "we're send. him" tu -kámu -humá a

c. tú -li -á tumá a "we sent" tú li -a -humá a
tu- némundímú - -tima "we'll send him"

In (12a), we have already seen that -na- is
underlyingly toneless. In (12b) we notice that -ka- is
a special formative. Its H cannot be the result of HTA
as it still surfaces with a H in the toneless form in
the right column. We must conclude that its H is
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prelinked and that this form is morphologically
marked for not undergoing HTA. In (12c), the SM
surfaces with a H. As it does not surface with a H in
the previous examples, we must conclude that this H
followed pyDelinking applied in this form. The form
"tunemundimutúma" will be discussed later.

To answer the questions posed above, let us
first look at the derivation of a H tone verb with and
without the OM.

13. OM: tuma mu-tuma

H
INFL: tu-li-a-tuma-a

H H
Postlexically: 0

tú-li-a-tuma-a

H

HTA
tu-li-a-mu-tuma-a

~'f
H H HTA+Dlk

tú li-a-mu-tumaA
H HTA+PHA

(Other Rules e.g. Gliding, Vowel Shorten., Default L)
Output: túlyátumar túlyámútumâ

These derivations show that the postlexical
application of HTA is limited to the macrostem.
Unfortunately, the form in the left does not really
show it since the -i- of li glides, and one could
argue that it loses this H when it glides. To show
that this is not the case, look at the form tu-
némundi tima in (12c) where the H on -ne- derives from
a H prelinked to -mu- and we see that it does not
anticipate to the SM -tu -.

Let us now examine the Remote Past tense in (14)
in order to answer the other two questions, namely,
why HTA applies on a form without the OM at the INFL
cycle and not postlexically for example and why HTA
does not apply in the form with an OM at the INFL
cycle.

14. tu- a- mu -tum -a "we sent him" tu -a -mu -hum -a

tu- á -tum -a tu -a -hum -a

In (14), both the H tone verb and the toneless verb
surface with a L. What is also worth noticing is that
even the PHA does not apply in these forms. However,
in the H tone verb, the form without the OM surfaces
with a H. My proposal is that this Remote Past tense
assigns a L by means of the L Assignment rule (LA)
onto the FV. This L will prevent the H of the PHA from
associating, because, if it does, it will cross an
association line. There is another rule, the Macrostem
H Deletion in (15), which is morphologically
conditioned in that it applies only in the Remote Past
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tense.

15. Macrostem H Deletion H - --> 0 Domain: Macrostem
Cond.: Remote Past

The derivations of the forms in (14) are given in (16).

16. OM cyc: mu-tuma tuma mu-huma
.1 1

H H
INFL cyc: tu-a-mutuma tu-a-tuma tu-a-mu[huma

H
.,
H

tu-a-mu-tuma tu-a-tuma tu-a-muhuma
.

H L H L
(LA + Dlk)

tu-a-mutuma tu-a-tuma tu-a-muhuma
I i 1

pi <== H L H L L
(Macrostem H Deletion)

Postlexically:
tu-a-mu-tuma tu-a-tuma tu-a-mu-huma

L H L L
(HTA does not apply in INFL)

(Other rules like Glide Formation, Default L)
Output: twamutuma twátuma twamuhuma

HTA

L

Notice that HTA applies as usual both at the OM cycle
and at the INFL cycle. Then the L is assigned by the L
Assignment rule (LA) which is followed by Delinking
and the Macrostem H Deletion rule. Notice that the H
on -a -, the TM, escapes the Macro H Deletion and it
thus surfaces. Postlexically, it does not anticipate.
If HTA applied at the INFL cycle on the form with the
OM, we would have obtained the derivation in (17), and
the output would have been wrong, i.e. the H would
have surfaced on the TM as in the form without the OM.

17.INFL cy: tu-a-mu-tuma ->
.`>4 I

H L
(HTA+Dlk)

tu-a-mu-tuma ->
I I

H L
(Macro H Del)

i
*twamutuma

(Output)

To prevent HTA from applying at the INFL cycle on a
form with an OM, I posit the following constraint:

18. Tone Linking Constraint. A tone cannot lexically
link to more than two tone bearing units.

Let us also examine the forms in (19) for
additional evidence that the application of HTA is
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restricted to the macrostem domain postlexically.

19. Recent Past forms., e
a. mo-tu-a-mu-tum-irir-a mo-tu-a-mu-hum-irir-a
b. mó-tu-ámú-tuma mó tu-a-mú-húma

mó-tu-ámíí-tume túma mó tu-a-mú-húma.huma

The forms in (19) come from the Recent Past tense. The
way the H surfaces on a form with a long extension is
that, in a H tone verb (i.e. forms in the left
column), the H surfaces on both the penultimate and
antepenultimate vowels as well as on the OM and the
vowel preceding the OM. In a toneless verb, the H
surfaces on both the first vowel of the stem and the
pre -stem vowel. The H on "m6" in (19) is fixed. I will
ignore it. I will also address the forms in (19b) when
I deal with the derivation of the forms in (19a).

Since we know that the form in the right column
is toneless, we must conclude that its H is assigned
by this specific Recent Past tense. Notice also that
the PHA does not apply in these forms. Once more, we
must assume that there is a L on the FV that prevents
the H of the PHA from associating to the penultimate
vowel. My proposal is that this Recent Past tense
assigns a H and a L by the H Assignment rule (HA) and
the L Assignment rule (LA) posited above for the
Remote Past tense. These tones, i.e. H and L, are
suffixed to the form at the INFL cycle and they
associate by the edge -in algorithm. This is best
clarified in the derivation in (20)

20. OM cyc: mu-tumirira mu-humirira

\ H (HTA)
INFL c. mo-tu-a-mu[tumirira mó-tu-a-mu[humirira

H H .11 HA
mo- tu- a- mu[tumirira mo -tu -a- mu[humirira

H H L H L
Postlex: mo-tu-a-mu-tumirira mó- to -a -mu- humirira

.{ .I
i .I

H H L H L HTA
(Other rules like Glide Formation, Default L)

Output: mótwámútumirira mótwamúhúmirira

At the OM cycle, HTA applies as usual; and, at the
INFL cycle, HTA cannot apply because of the tonal
constraint of tone linking. The way the H of the
suffixal H and L associates is the following: in the
toneless verb in the right column, it hooks
immediately to the first vowel of the stem because
this position is toneless and in the H tone verb in
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the left column, since the first vowel of the stem is
still associated to a tone, it links to the right
edge, thus following the edge -in association
algorithm. At the next stage, the L associates to the
right edge in the toneless verb and, in the H tone
verb, since the right edge is already associated to a
tone, this L delinks the H which reassociates, by
rule, to the left TBU. If there was no available TBU
for the delinked H to reassociate to, it would have
deleted. The relevant examples showing this are in (21)

21.mó -to-amu-mu sent" mó- tu- a- mu- tuma.tuma

OM cyc: mu -tuma mu- tuma.tuma

H H HTA
INFL cyc. mo- to -a -[mu -tuma mo- tu- a- [mu- tumatum

y.. _.

H H L H H L
(HA, LA4, Dlk)

Postlexically, the derivation proceeds as in (20). As
shown in this derivation, the delinked H cannot
reassociate in mótwámútuma but it can in
motwámútumátúma .

What I have done so far is to give the
motivations for why we must have a stage where HTA
must apply cyclically at the OM cycle; why a number of
rules like HTA, HA, LA, Macro H Deletion and Dlk must
apply at the INFL cycle; why we need to have a
postlexical application of HTA which is limited to the
macrostem; and also why PHA applies at this
postlexical stratum. One assumption I have implicitly
made is that the formatives of INFL were affixed at
the same time. I would like to precise that, in order
for these rules to apply on the INFL formatives as a
unit, we must assume that they apply on a non cyclical
stratum. This means that, before applying, they have
to wait until all the formatives of INFL have been
drawn from the morphological component to undergo the
lexical rules in the phonological component.

In the remaining section, I would like to raise
eventual objections to my analysis and answer them.
These objections are listed below:
a. The OM cycle need not be distinguished from the
stem cycle.
b. It is not necessary to introduce L lexically
presumably because, as I assume L to be the default
tone, introducing it lexically would be a problem with
respect to a theory of underspecification (Archangeli
& Pulleyblank 1986).
c. why does the HTA not apply postlexically in INFL?

In answer to the first objection, consider the
derivation in (22).
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t G)
22.a. eri -[ mu- tumaa.turca b.

(HTA + Dlk + PHA)

ep
eri- [ mu- tuma.tuma

H

We know that the rules that apply in this form are:
HTA which applies twice, (i.e. at the OM cycle and
postlexically), Delinking and the PHA. The form in
(22a) is wrong because, if we assume the edge -in
algorithm, we would expect the unlinked H of this verb
to first link to the vowel of the OM and then
anticipate. The correct derivation must then be (22b)
where this H first links to the H of the first vowel
at the stem cycle.

In answer to the second objection, we could
replace L by a morphological feature, say [ -PHA].
Adopting such a feature, we would also have to use it
for the representation of nouns which do not accept a
H of the PHA (Mutaka in prep), as illustrated in (23).

23.omu -kal.j "woman" o-mu -kalj. mu -lito "heavy -"
o -mu -longo "village" o -mu -longo mu -lito

Consider also the forms in (24). Here, the
conjugated verb (in the Future tense and the Remote
Past tense) is used as a sentential subject and is
preceded by an initial vowel which indicates that it
behaves like a noun. "Yi" in yiri is the Class 9

Subject Marker which agrees with the sentential
subject and "ri" in yiri is the copula "be ". When
uttered in isolation, these forms are realized as in
(24b).

24.a. e- tu-lyamutuma yiri ng'eribuga ambu ...
"that we sent him is like saying that..."

e- tu- a- mutuma yiri ng'eribuga ambu ...
"that we sent him is like saying that..."

b. e- tú- lyámil-tumá a (Future tense)
e- to -a -mu -tuma (Remote Past tense)

Notice that a H appears on the FV of the form where my
analysis would have predicted a toneless vowel,
lexically, since the PHA is postlexical as in a -tú-
lyá- mú -tumá a and this H fails to appear in the forms
where I am positing a lexical L as in e-tu-a-mu-tuma.
The rule assigning a H on this FV can be formulated as
in (25)

25. Subject H Insertion: e---> H / - -- ]

Subject

This rule says: assign a H onto a toneless vowel of a
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form which is in subject position. If it is true that
the feature [ -PHA] is the reason why PHA does not
apply in the forms in (23) or in the Remote past, we
would have to say that the same forms that carry that
feature [ -PHA] are the ones that carry a feature like
[ -Sbjct H Assignt] in (24). Yet, the feature L nicely
helps us account for the failure of H to dock on the
FV without positing any morphological features like [-
PHA] and [ -Sbjct H Assgnt]. This also suggests that
the default L must be a later rule; probably, it is
assigned by a phonetic implementation rule. Consider
also the following forms.

26. o- mu -longo mu -nene "a big village
tu- a- mu- tumirá Kátsuva "we sent him to Katsuva"

The second form is also a Remote Past tense. These
forms show that a noun like "omulongo" or a Remote
Past tense cannot just be marked for a feature [ -H] as
their FV does surface with a H that results from a HTA
from a preceding vowel.

In answer to the third question, why HTA is
restricted to the macrostem postlexically, my proposal
is that INFL behaves as a phonological word. This
explains the following facts.
a. HTA does not apply postlexically in the INFL
formatives. This assumption is supported by the fact
that, in nouns, HTA followed by Delinking never
applies twice (Mutaka in prep).
b. A formative like -ka- which does not undergo HTA
could be easily found in INFL and never be found in
the macrostem.
c. The prediction is that there will be rules
affecting the INFL morphemes without affecting the
Macrostem. Consider the following examples:

27.a. tu- ná -li -a-sekáa "we did laugh"
b. tuna -li -a -seká a ^ as we did laugh"
c. to -li -á to -mu -seká a " we laughed at him"
d. tu- li- a- ta- mu- seka-a "if we had laughed at him"

In (27b,d), the H we would expect from HTA of the
prelinked H on -li- does not surface as in (27a,c).
Its deletion results in a change of meaning as
reflected in the glosses. Yet, the tone in the
macrostem in both these forms remains identical.
d. INFL will eventually exhibit properties of a
separate constituent from the verb. Consider -ya- in
the following examples.

28.a. e-ri-ya-mu-hum-irir-a "to go to beat him anyway"
b. mo- to -a -mu- hum -iri a "we beat him anyway"
c. mó to -á ya-ya "we went to beat him - -"
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d. eri -ya -a "to go"

In (28a), -ya- is a TM and it is underlyingly
toneless. (28b) is a Recent Past tense form where the
H on the root vowel and the pre -root vowel is the
result of the suffixal H of HA as argued above. The
PHA does not apply in this tense. Contrary to what we
would expect the PHA applies in (28c) and the TBU
preceding -ya- bears a H tone although we concluded
that "ya" is underlyingly toneless. The way to account
for this H is to say that the suffixal H of the Recent
Past tense docks onto the last vowel of INFL instead
of being suffixed to the macrostem 4. The PHA will then
be able to apply because there is no suffixal tone on
the FV of the stem that would have prevented it from
applying. What this form shows is that INFL is
somewhat re- interpreted as a full phonological word.
Evidence that this re- interpretation of INFL as a word
is no accidental is given in (28d) where in fact,
eri -ya is a Kinande verb which means "to go"
e. I would like to point out the observation in
Aronoff and Sridhar (1983) about -ability, -ization, -
ism that they propose as phonological words. This
treatment of INFL as a phonological word supports
their claim that a string may act as a phonological
word without ever being realized as a morphological
word.
f. Finally, I would like to point out that Myers
(1987), in his analysis of Shona, another Bantu
language spoken in Zimbabwe, treats INFL as a stem,
i.e. a phonological word in my sense. This gives
credibility to the idea that INFL may be, after all, a
phonological word in certain Bantu languages.

Given these justifications of my different
rules, notice that we have not encountered any
globality problem, that we have not made use of any
traces and our OM is uniformly underlyingly toneless.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this paper, these
are the criticisms I had to address to the Hyman &
Valinande paper. Consequently, I propose that the
aspects of their paper based on the non cyclical
approach be rejected in favour of the cyclical
approach argued for in this paper.

To sum up, I have argued that, to account for
the tonology of the Kinande verbal complex form, we
need to recognize two parts in the verb: the macrostem
and INFL; that there is a stratum one during which the
stem and the OM are affixed, that the rules that apply
at this stratum are cyclic; that there is a stratum
two that is non cyclic and during which the formatives
of INFL are affixed; and finally, that INFL acts like
a phonological word with respect to rules that apply
postlexically in the macrostem.
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Endnotes.

* Special thanks are due to Dr Larry Hyman and Dr Doug

Pulleyblank for kindly discussing the contents of this

paper with me.

1. For a Recent Past tense without OM, we need an
additional rule to account for the deletion of H on
the TM as in mó -tu -a -tuma "we sent" vs mó to-ámú-
tuma. This rule is formalized as follows:

29. Premac H Deletion: H ---> $ / -- [
I Macrostem
V

This rule is illustrated in the following derivations:

30. mo- tu- a -tuma mó to -amu tuma

OM cyc: tuma mu-tuma

1

H H (HTA)

INFL cyc. mo-tu-a-[tuma mó-tu-a-[mu-tuma,,,4
H H (HTA)

mó-tu-a-[tuma mó-tu-a-[mu-tuma
"----J Ts v T

H H L H H L
(HA, LA)

mo-tu-a-[tuma mo-tu-a[mu-tuma
'.--t I I

1eHL H L
(Dlk, Premac Hpel)

Postlexically: mó-tu-a-[tuma mo-tu-a-[mu-tuma
I ' .I /
L H L HTA

(Other rules like Glide Formation, Default L)

Output: mótwatuma mótwámútuma

2. I would like to point out that -ya- is the only
Tense Marker in Kinande that is able to be the target
of the suffixal H in the Recent Past tense. In this

paper, I have also ignored the transcription of
penultimate length on most forms.
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